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Abstract� This paper proposes a practical digital multisignature scheme
based on the C

�
sig cryptosystem derived from the Csig cryptosystem of

Zheng and Seberry �����	
 The simple scheme consists of three phases

In the �rst phase the issuer of the document prepares the document�
the list of prospective signatories and a pad on which signatories are to
write their signatures
 In the second phase each signatory veri�es the
document� signs it and forwards it to the next signatory
 In the third
phase a trusted veri�er or notary decides on the validity of the signa�
tures
 The scheme prevents cheating by dishonest signatories from going
undetected
 The scheme is practical and o�ers at least the same security
level a�orded by its underlying cryptosystem against external attacks

Internal attacks in the form of forging or cheating by a dishonest issuer
or by one or more of the signatories �alone or by collaboration	 requires
the solving of instances of the discrete logarithm problem


Keywords� Data Encryption� Information Security� Digital Signatures� Dig�
ital Multisignatures�

� Introduction

The problem of providing digital signatures and digital multisignatures for elec�
tronic documents has been addressed by a number of researchers over the past
years ��� �� �� �� �	� The aim of electronically signing an electronic document is
in principle the same as handwritten signatures on paper documents� A useful
analogy is that of the signing of a two�party contract� The party issuing the con�
tract on paper requires the second party involved in the contract to sign it in the
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presence of a witness who is acceptable to both parties� The witness has the task
of verifying that the signatures of both parties are authentic� This veri
cation
can take the form of a signature from the witness� which will be used to solve
disputes that may occur in the future�

When this analogy is carried over into the world of computers a number of
problems immediately occur� First and foremost is the problem of the signature
representation to be attached to the document 
le� If signatures were to be
represented electronically simply a unique string of bits to be appended to a
document 
le� then both the document 
le and the signatures are vulnerable
to modi
cations which may disadvantage the document issuer� the signatory or
even the witness� Hence a method is required to ensure that any changes done
to the signed document be detectable� the instant at which the validity of the
document comes into question�

A number of sophisticated digital signature schemes have emerged in the past
two decades� The strength of these schemes rely on their underlying cryptosystem
which in turn must be resistant against various types of attacks� Chief among
these attacks is the chosen ciphertext attack in which the attacker has access to
the deciphering algorithm of a cryptosystem� In order to cryptanalyze the object
ciphertext he or she can query the deciphering algorithm any number of times
using any ciphertext �except the object ciphertext� as input to the deciphering
algorithm� In this way he or she indirectly gains some knowledge about the
object ciphertext that he or she wishes to cryptanalyze�

In this paper we present a practical digital multisignature scheme based on
a modi
ed version of the Csig cryptosystem of �	� The Csig is one of a family
of cryptosystems proposed in �	 which grew out of the earlier work in ��	� The
family of cryptosystems represents an important step in public�key cryptography
since they are practical and secure against adaptively chosen ciphertext attacks
in a provable manner� In this paper we do not formally prove the security of the
digital multisignature scheme since the constructs of the original Csig are still
intact� Hence the reader is directed to �	 for a formal proof of the security of
the cryptosystem�

The outline of this paper is as follows� Section � presents the background
notation for Csig � Section � presents the digital multisignature scheme� while
Section � continues with a brief discussion on its security� This paper is closed
with a conclusion in Section �

� Notation

The notation used in this paper is taken from the original work in �	� and is
presented brie�y in this section� The cryptosystems of �	 are reminiscent of the
Di�e�Hellman cryptosystem ��	 and El Gamal cryptosystem ��	 in their use of
a n�bit prime p �public� and a generator g �public� of the multiplicative group
GF �p�� of the 
nite 
eld GF �p�� Here n is a security parameter which is greater
that ��� bits� while the prime p must be chosen such that p � � has a large
prime factor ���	� In this paper the alphabet � � f�� �g will be employed� and



jxj denotes length of a string x over �� Concatenation of string are denoted using
the �jj� symbol and the bit�wise XOR operations of two strings is symbolized
using ���� The notation x�i���j� �i � j� is used to indicate the substring obtained
by taking the bits of string x from the i�th bit �xi� to the j�th bit �xj�� It is
important to see that there is a natural one�to�one correspondence from strings
in �n to elements in the 
nite 
eld GF ��n�� and from from strings in �n to
integers in ��� �n � �	�

Other notations are as follows� The action of choosing an element x randomly
and uniformly from set S is denoted by x�RS� G is a cryptographically strong
pseudo�random string generator based on the di�culty of computing discrete
logarithms in 
nite 
elds ���� ��� ��	� G stretches an n�bit input string into an
output string whose length can be an arbitrary polynomial in n� This genera�
tor produces O�logn� bits output at each exponentiation� The function h is a
one�way hash function compressing input strings into n�bit output strings� All
messages to be encrypted are chosen from the set �P �n�� where P �n� is an arbi�
trary polynomial with P �n� �� n and where padding can be used for messages of
length less than n bits� The polynomial � � ��n� speci
es the length of tags� In
the remainder of this paper all exponentiations are assumed to be done over the
underlying groups� The reader is directed to �	 for a comprehensive discussion
on the constructs of the family of cryptosystems�

The cryptosystem employed in this paper is a modi
ed version of the Csig
cryptosystem of �	� To distinguish it from Csig we will refer to it as C�sig The
algorithm is shown in the following� where Bob having his secret�public key pair
�xB � yB� wants to send a P �n��bit messagem to Alice whose key pair is �xA� yA��
Here Alice�s �Bob�s� secret key xA �xB� is element chosen randomly from ��� p��	
and yA � gxA �yB � gxB �� Bob enciphers using E�

sig �Algorithm �� while Alice
deciphers using D�

sig �Algorithm ���

Algorithm � E�
sig�xB � yA� p� g�m�

�� k�R��� p� �	 s�t� gcd�k� p� �� � ��
�� r � yxB�k

A �
�� z � G�r������P �n���
�� c� � gxB �
�� c� � gk�
� t � �h�m�� xBr��k mod �p� ���
�� c� � c�

t�
�� c� � z �m�
�� output �c�� c�� c�� c���

end



Algorithm � D�
sig�xA� p� g� c�� c�� c�� c��

�� r� � �c�c��
xA �

�� z� � G�r�������P �n���
�� m� � z� � c��
�� if gh�m

�� � cr
�

� c� then
output �m��

else
output ����

end

To distinguish between the problem of message tampering during transit and
the problem of a dishonest issuer or signatory we will employ the terms integrity
and authenticity� Corresponding to this is the di�erence between a message and
a document� the later being contained in the former� A receiver of a message must
himself of herself verify the integrity of the message� namely the fact that the
document and signatures so far accumulated in the message has arrived from the
sender unmodi
ed� He or she must also verify the authenticity of the document�
namely the fact that it is the same as the original document produced by the
issuer of the document� These two terms will become clear in the next section� in
which authenticity refers to the state of the document as produced by the issuer
and integrity refers to the safety of the message containing the document with
the signatures so far collected during their transit from sender to a receiver�

� A Digital Multisignature Scheme

The scheme based on the C�sig cryptosystem follows the traditional approach
of digital signatures where an issuer SI of a document D requires a number
of signatories S�� S�� � � � � Su to electronically sign the document� which is to
be veri
ed by a trusted veri�er SV at the end of the signing process� More
speci
cally� the issuer requires the signature of u number of signatories� each
assumed to hold a secret key xi and a public key yi � gxi �i � �� � � � � u�� The
issuer�s secret and public key are similarly denoted as xI and yI respectively� In
addition xV and yV are the secret and public keys of the veri
er�

The digital multisignature scheme consists of three phases� In the 
rst phase
the issuer prepares the document and the �list� of the identities of the prospective
signatories of the document� The issuer then submits the document�list pair to
the veri
er who selects randomly and uniformly a value xd �secret� associated
with the document�list� The veri
er also calculates yd � gxd and broadcasts
yd� The value xd can be looked upon as a unique document identi
er� and can
in fact be derived from the secret random number and the true document or
contract number� The tag associated with document�list mirrors the case where
a document issuer must choose a trusted witness or notary that is allowed to view
the document before it is passed around all the signatories who in turn require
such an action be taken by the issuer before they enter into the signing process�



On receiving a tag for the document�list from the veri
er the issuer creates
an authenticator incorporating the document�list and the tag� The issuer then
sends a message to the 
rst signatory containing the document� pad and other
parameters necessary for the authentication process by the signatory�

In the second phase the 
rst signatory S� tries to establish the authentic�
ity of the document�list pair and the integrity of the message that carried the
document�list and pad� If the document has not been tampered with during
its transit and the document is authentic �not substituted illegally by the is�
suer� then the signatory S� signs the pad and forwards the document�list pair
and pad to signatory S�� This veri
cation� signing and forwarding process is
repeated by each subsequent signatory Si �i � �� � � � � u�� with the last signatory
Su forwarding the document�list and pad to the veri
er� The second phase is
then completed�

In the third phase the trusted veri
er receives the message and tries to estab�
lish its integrity� The veri
er then checks the authenticity of the document�list
and checks whether all signatories have signed� Before starting the veri
cation
process the veri
er broadcasts xd� Using this value all signatories and the general
public can check whether gxd � yd�

In the following the three phases will be presented more precisely� The doc�
ument D is assumed to contain a list of prospective signatories and the veri
er�
similar to the way that multi�party agreements on paper documents have a list of
the names of signatories and a witness to the signing of the document� Through�
out this paper it is assumed that an electronic document contains a unique
identi
er and a timestamp for duration of time in which the signing process
must be completed� This is to prevent replay of messages by an active attacker�

Phase � In the 
rst phase the issuer prepares the document D and the list
PAD� and registers to the veri
er M � �D jj PAD� through Vregister �Algo�
rithm ��� The veri
er then chooses xd� broadcasts yd � gxd and returns the tag
gh�M�xd� for M � The issuer then signs the pad and sends �CI� � CI� � CI� � c�� to
the 
rst signatory S�� The actions of the issuer is shown in EI �Algorithm ���

Algorithm � Vregister�M�p� g�

�� xd�R��� p� �	 such that gcd�kI � p� �� � ��
�� yd � gxd �
�� � � h�M � xd��
�� � � g��
�� broadcast yd�
� output ����

end



Algorithm � EI �xI � y�� � � � � yu� yV � p� g�D�

�� kI�R��� p� �	 such that gcd�kI � p� �� � ��
�� CI� � gxI �
�� CI� � gkI �

�� PAD � �y
h�D�
I �

xI�kI
� �y

h�D�
� �

xI�kI
� � � � � �y

h�D�
u �

xI�kI
� �y

h�D�
V �

xI�kI
�

�� M � D jj PAD�
� R � Vregister�M��
�� A � �h�MR�� xIyd��kI mod �p� ���

�� T � �CI� �
A
�

�� pad� � ��CI�CI� �
xI �h�D��

��� m� �M jj R jj T jj pad��
��� r� � yxI�kI� �
��� z� � G�r�������P �n���
��� t� � �h�m��� xIr���kI mod �p� ���
��� CI� � �CI� �

t� �
��� c� � z� �m��
�� output �CI� � CI� � CI� � c���

end

The important components of the message of m� are T and pad�� T ensures
the authenticity of M and thus D� while pad� represents the signature of the
issuer SI who is also involved in the event� All three M � R and T remain un�
changed throughout the remainder of the signing process� Each signatory and the
veri
er uses T to verify that no malicious signatory has modi
edM � In contrast�
t� is used only by the next signatory to verify the integrity of m� containing the
signed pad� Note that Steps �� to � is the basic encryption steps of the C�sig
cryptosystem in order to provide the secure and authentic transfer of m��

Phase � The second phase is started when the 
rst signatory S� veri
es the
integrity and authenticity of the unsigned document using DS� �Algorithm ���
If all is well the signatory S� keeps a copy of the values �CI� � CI� � CI� � c�� which
he or she received and veri
ed�



Algorithm � DS��x�� yd� p� g� CI� � CI� � CI� � c��

�� r�� � �CI�CI��
x� �

�� z�� � G�r��������P �n���
�� m�

� � z�� � c��

�� if gh�m
�

�� � �CI�
r�

�� CI� then
output �m�

�� and continue to Step �
else
output ��� and stop�

�� Separate m�
� into M � R� T and pad��

� if gh�MR� � �CI�
yd� T then

output �M�
else
output ��� and stop�

end

Next the signatory S� signs the pad using ES� �Algorithm � and forwards
the message containing the document and pad to signatory S�� Signatory S�

also keeps a copy of the message �CI� � CI� � CI� � c�� � c�� � c�� � c��� that he or she
sent to S�� Note that the output of ES� has more components compared to the
output of EI � This has no e�ect on the scheme as a whole since the components
�CI� � CI� � CI�� important for the veri
cation of the authenticity of the document
is the same as in EI � Each subsequent signatories after S� will receive the same
format of the message as that output by ES� �

Algorithm � ES��x�� y�� p� g� CI� � CI� � CI� � D�M�R� T� pad��

�� k��R��� p� �	 such that gcd�k�� p� �� � ��
�� c�� � gx� �
�� c�� � gk� �
�� pad� � pad� � ��CI�CI� �

x��h�D��
�� m� �M jj R jj T jj pad��
� r� � yx��k�� �
�� z� � G�r�������P �n���
�� t� � �h�m��� x�r���k� mod �p� ���
�� c�� � �c���

t� �
��� c�� � z� �m��
��� output �CI� � CI� � CI� � c�� � c�� � c�� � c����

end

In general the signatory Si �� �� i �� u� employs ESi �Algorithm �� to sign
the pad associated with the document� and to prepare the document and the
pad for the next signatory Si��� Note that for ESi signatory S	 is identical to
the issuer SI and that signatory Su�� is equivalent the veri
er�



Algorithm � ESi�xi� yi��� p� g� CI� � CI� � CI� � D�M�R� T� padi�

�� ki�R��� p� �	 such that gcd�ki� p� �� � ��
�� c�i���

�
� gxi �

�� c�i���
�
� gki �

�� padi�� � padi � ��CI�CI��
xi�h�D��

�� mi�� �M jj R jj T jj padi���

� ri�� � yxi�kii�� �
�� zi�� � G�ri��������P �n���
�� ti�� � �h�mi���� xiri����ki mod �p� ���
�� c�i���

�
� �c�i���

�
�
ti�� �

��� c�i���
�
� zi�� �mi���

��� output �CI� � CI� � CI� � c�i���
�
� c�i���

�
� c�i���

�
� c�i���

�
��

end

The signatory Si uses DSi �Algorithm �� to verify the integrity and authen�
ticity of the document and pad from signatory Si��� Phase � is ended when the
last signatory Su employs DSi to verify the message he or she received from sig�
natory Su�� and employs ESi to sign the document and prepare the enclosing
message for the veri
er� Note that each signatory Si must keep a copy of the
message �CI� � CI� � CI� � ci� � ci� � ci� � ci�� received from signatory Si�� and a copy of
the message �CI� � CI� � CI� � c�i���

�
� c�i���

�
� c�i���

�
� c�i���

�
� sent to signatory Si���

Algorithm � DSi�xi� yd� p� g� CI� � CI� � CI� � ci� � ci� � ci� � ci��

�� r�i � �ci�ci��
xi �

�� z�i � G�r�i������P �n���
�� m�

i � z�i � ci� �

�� if gh�m
�

i
� � �ci�

r�

i� ci� then
output �m�

i� and continue to Step �
else
output ��� and stop�

�� Separate m�
i into M � R� T and padi�

� if gh�MR� � �CI�
yd� T then

output �M�
else
output ��� and stop�

end

Phase � In Phase � the veri
er receives the document and pad from the last
signatory Su and veri
es their authenticity and integrity� These tasks are done
using DV �Algorithm �� which is similar in form to DSi � However� DV contains
the additional steps of checking that the padu�� � padV received from signatory
Su contains the signature of all signatories Si �i � �� � � � � u�� Furthermore� after
broadcasting xd� which is used by all participants to check yd� the veri
er must
see that M is still authentic using xd� Each signatory can in fact check whether
R � gh�M�xd��



Algorithm � DV �xV � xd� yd� p� g� CI� � CI� � CI� � cV� � cV� � cV� � cV��

�� r�V � �cV�cV��
xV �

�� z�V � G�r�V ������P �n���
�� m�

V � z�V � cV� �

�� if gh�m
�

V
� � �cV�

r�

V � cV� then
output �m�

V � and continue to Step �
else
output ��� and stop�

�� Separate m�
V into M � R� T and padV �

� if gh�MR� � �CI�
yd� T then

output �M� and continue to Step �
else
output ��� and stop�

�� Separate M into D and PAD�
�� padcheck � padV � ��CI�CI��

xV �h�D��
�� if padcheck � PAD

output message �All Signed�
else
output ��� and stop�

end

� Security

The third cryptosystem of �	 �instead of the 
rst or second cryptosystems� was
deemed suitable for the foundation of the multisignature scheme since it already
featured a basic authentication capability in the sense of El Gamal ��	� In �	 it
was shown that both the 
rst and the second cryptosystems are semantically
secure against adaptively chosen ciphertext attacks under the assumption that
the space induced by the two cryptosystems were sole�samplable �see �	�� How�
ever� Csig was not able to be proven as being semantically secure against chosen
plaintext attacks due to the di�culty in measuring the leak of information m
from t � �h�m�� xr��k mod �p� �� in the ciphertext� Thus Csig is semantically
secure against adaptively chosen ciphertext attacks only with the assumption
that it is semantically secure against chosen plaintext attacks�

Our proposed C�sig algorithm improves Csig by reducing this possible leak�
Previously a receiver of a message would already know the values of m and r at
the successful decipherment of the ciphertext message� Using these two values he
or she could work towards obtaining x and k from t � �h�m��xr��k mod �p����
The C�sig makes harder this e�ort of obtaining x and k from t at the expense of

an apparent ease in substituting m by using the known r� c��� gx� and c��� gk��
Note� however� that in our application of the C�sig algorithm the registration value

R � gh�M�xd� guards against this trivial substitution� In the case of the typical
one�to�one communication between two trusting parties C�sig represents a more
secure approach against external attacks�

From the point of view of a dishonest signatory �excluding the issuer and the
veri
er� the security of the digital multisignature scheme lies in the strength of



T �Algorithm ��� Unlike the case of the native form of Csig and C�sig where the
attacker�s aim is to derive and modify M � in this case each signatory already
has M on receipt and correct decipherment of the message� Thus� his or her aim
would be to cheat the remainder of signatories into signing a false document D�

�note that a cheating signatory cannot do more than some random modi
cations
to the PAD�� In order to do this he or she must forge T � which requires knowing
xI � kI and xd� Deriving xI from CI� � kI from CI� and xd from yd at the very
least constitutes the solving of instances of the discrete logarithm problem�

One possible scenario is when the 
rst and the last signatories �S� and Su�
collaborate to cheat the rest of the signatories� This can be done if they can
obtain xI and kI � The 
rst signatory then calculates a false D� and makes M ��
He or she then calculates A� using a false x�I and k�I � and in turn generates T �

using A� �Algorithm ��� Hence signatories S�� � � � � Su�� will be signing a forged
document M �� while the last signatory can restore T before signing the pad
and delivering them to the veri
er� Note� however� that if D is modi
ed into D��
signatory Si �� �� i �� u� �� will be signing using ��CI�CI��

xi�h�D
��� Thus the test

of padcheck � PAD by the veri
er will fail at the 
rst instant �Algorithm ��� The
value PAD cannot be intelligently modi
ed by anyone �except the issuer� since
breaking it at least constitutes the solving discrete logarithm problems� Random
modi
cations of PAD will also result in the failure of the padcheck � PAD test
by the veri
er� Each signatory will be able to verify the M on which they based
their signatures in the third phase when xd is broadcasted� If the issuer cheats
�alone or by collaboration� by creatingM � � D� jj PAD�� then it will be detected
by the veri
er when he or she computes R� � gh�M

�
�xd� in the third phase�

Though unlikely to occur in real world situations where all signatories to a
contract are aware of the contract� one possible weakness of the scheme is that a
dishonest issuer can discredit some parties by mentioning their identities in D�
yet purposely fail to include them in the computation of PAD� The issuer can get
away with this only by the collaboration of all actual signatories S�� � � � � Su� For
if even one of these signatories is honest� he or she may deliver the document
to be signed to one or more of the discredited parties� They who would then
unknowingly add their signatures to the pad� thus frustrating the e�orts of the
dishonest issuer� This problem can be avoided by allowing the veri
er to generate
the PAD within Vregister using xd and a random kd� However� a better solution
to this problem remains for future investigation� where the veri
er should be
able to know precisely the identities of those who have actually signed the pad�

� Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a practical digital multisignature scheme based
on the C�sig cryptosystem derived from the Csig cryptosystem of �	� The scheme�
which consists of three phases� allows for the detection of a dishonest issuer of
the document and of dishonest signatories� Any dishonesty by a signatory is
detected in the 
rst place by the next signatory during the second phase� and
in the second place by the veri
er and all signatories in the third phase� Any



detected dishonesty will result in the veri
er annulling any e�ects of the contract
speci
ed in the document� The scheme is practical and o�ers at the very least
the same security level a�orded by the Csig cryptosystem of �	 against external
attacks� Internal attacks in the form of forging or cheating by a dishonest issuer
or by one or more of the signatories �alone or by collaboration� requires the
solving of instances of the discrete logarithm problem�
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